Weather According to Bruce Tiebout & Higher Authorities
What kind of weather can we expect on Odyssey 2000®? As rider #7 says, “The
weather is always appropriate.” When we leave Pasadena, the average daily
temperature range (morning low to afternoon high) is 46° to 65°F with the
records being 30° to 92°F. It is dry. As we travel down to Panama, the daily
temperature range climbs to 58° to 72°F then from 71° to 89°F. Still dry. Along
the coast in Chile, the range is 50°to 80°F with records 35° to 98°F. It should be
dry until the Andes where it will be cooler. In South Africa, the temperature
range is 60° to 80°F with the records 45° to 104°F. The eastern half is generally
wetter. The north side of the Mediterranean could get snow. The normal
temperature range is 45° to 65°F with records 25° to 90°F. Chance of rain, 1 in 3.
For the U.S., Europe and Australia, the temperature range is 50° to 80°F with
records 31° to 97°F. Most of Europe has as many wet days per month as dry.
Japan will be cooler with 45° to 65°F being normal and 26° to 90°F being records.
The chance of rain drops but the quantity and quality increases. SE Asia can be
muggy with 70°-88°F and 50°-96°F ranges and heavy rainfall on the west (wet) side
of the Malaysian Peninsula (tho’ no place is as wet as Hilo). New Zealand
prediction: 50°-70°F and records 31°-90°F with wet weather on the west side. You
probably don’t need a down sleeping bag rated to -20°F, but you will need some
rain protection as well as lots of sun screen.
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This information is based upon layover cities and doesn’t include mountain passes
or wind-chills on earned descents.
Thanks, Bruce…..Job well done.
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